provide a highly original and stimulating review, particularly interesting when speaking about animal illusion. This concept is indeed rarely reported or discussed in the recent literature, with the exception of studies of forced perspective in Great Bowerbirds by John Endler and collaborators (Endler et al. 2010; Kelley and Endler 2012) . However, maybe except for this latter case, examples of illusion given in the review are often speculative because presumed illusions, even if measured physically or mathematically, have not been demonstrated to be perceived as so by the receivers. Are they really illusions, effects that act to distort the perception of the viewer as defined by Kelley and Kelley (2013) , or more simply optimization of signal efficacy?
One may wonder if the concept of illusion is different from the exploitation of perceptual biases developed by Schaefer and Ruxton (2009) , which also considers sensory, neuronal, and higher cognitive processes involved in the evolution of traits of the sender that exploit perceptual biases of the receiver? Maybe not, even if this model has mainly been used to explain deception by mimicry, it can also be applied to the examples of illusions advanced by Kelley and Kelley (2013) . The concept of animal illusions is within the range of sensory exploitation, bias, and traps. However, those have mainly been used in the study of female preferences and mate choice, whereas illusions in their present broad sense also encompass nonsexually selected traits like disruptive coloration, countershading, distractive markings, or motion dazzle. This concept, to my opinion, could even be extended to several other cases and sensory modalities, for example, from aggressive mimicry of bolas spiders which create the illusion of presence of female moths by mimicking their pheromones to prey on males (Stowe et al. 1987) , to aggressive mimicry of katydids which create the illusion of receptive female presence by mimicking their wing sounds to capture males (Marshall and Hill 2009) or even to orchids which attract pollinators by visual and olfactory illusions of food, mates, and oviposition sites (Jersakova et al. 2006; Gaskett 2011) .
Using the term illusion brings a focus on the neuronal, psychological, and cognitive processes implicated in visual perception of naturally and sexually selected traits, which are rarely considered in nonhuman communication. This approach will certainly contribute to significant advances in the field, like the recent work of motion dazzle studied on locust neurons by Santer (2013) . The whole concept also has the interest to feed the raging debate on the existence of art production and aesthetic sense in animals (Endler et al. 2010 , see also http://plato.stanford.edu/art-definition/).
